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Application of zebrafish to safety evaluation in drug discovery
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Abstract: Traditionally, safety evaluation at the early stage of drug discovery research has been done using in silico, in vitro, and in 
vivo systems in this order because of limitations on the amount of compounds available and the throughput ability of the assay systems. 
While these in vitro assays are very effective tools for detecting particular tissue-specific toxicity phenotypes, it is difficult to detect 
toxicity based on complex mechanisms involving multiple organs and tissues. Therefore, the development of novel high throughput in 
vivo evaluation systems has been expected for a long time. The zebrafish (Danio rerio) is a vertebrate with many attractive characteris-
tics for use in drug discovery, such as a small size, transparency, gene and protein similarity with mammals (80% or more), and ease of 
genetic modification to establish human disease models. Actually, in recent years, the zebrafish has attracted interest as a novel experi-
mental animal. In this article, the author summarized the features of zebrafish that make it a suitable laboratory animal, and introduced 
and discussed the applications of zebrafish to preclinical toxicity testing, including evaluations of teratogenicity, hepatotoxicity, and 
nephrotoxicity based on morphological findings, evaluation of cardiotoxicity using functional endpoints, and assessment of seizure and 
drug abuse liability. (DOI: 10.1293/tox.2020-0021; J Toxicol Pathol 2020; 33: 197–210)
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Introduction

From the viewpoint of a wide delivery of drugs to 
many patients, safety is of paramount importance. Thus, the 
development of highly safe drugs is desirable. Therefore, in 
recent years, it has become more and more important to se-
lect compounds with the desirable safety and effectiveness 
profile during the early stages of drug discovery. Simpli-
fied cell-based assay systems using monolayer culture have 
been used for toxicological drug screening due to the lim-
ited quantity of the compounds and the throughput ability of 
the systems. While the monolayer culture system is a very 
effective tool for detecting particular tissue-specific tox-
icity phenotypes, it is difficult to detect toxicity based on 
complex mechanisms involving multiple organs and tissues. 
Several new in vitro assay tools, e.g., spheroid/organoid cul-
ture, organ-on-a-chip, or tissue slice, are being developed 
to improve the detectability of a monolayer culture. Most 
of these new in vitro assay tools, however, do not have suf-
ficient throughput capability and are expensive on a cost 

per assay basis, compared to conventional tools. Novel high 
throughput in vivo systems, therefore, are needed for early 
stage drug screening.

As an aquatic species, the zebrafish has been used for 
a long time for environmental toxicity assessment of chemi-
cals, and its application to drug discovery research has been 
expanding in the last decades. Many technologies, including 
live imaging, genome editing, among others, have acceler-
ated the use of zebrafish by pharmaceutical industries. Also, 
because their larvae are amenable to microplate-based ap-
plication, the use of zebrafish for safety assessment or toxi-
cology research is increasing year by year.

In this article, the author focuses on zebrafish-based 
assay systems of teratogenicity, seizure, and cardiotoxicity, 
which are already in practical use. The author also recog-
nizes assay systems of hepatotoxicity and nephrotoxicity 
that are expected to be in practical use in the near future. 
Furthermore, the author also mentions the possibility of a 
zebrafish abuse liability model that is thought to be useful 
not only for drug development, but also for addressing the 
social problems of drug abuse.

Zebrafish as an Experimental Species

The zebrafish is a tropical freshwater fish of Indian ori-
gin, whose adult body length is about 4–5 cm1. It has been 
used as a disease model in basic research since the 1970s 
and became widely used in embryology research in the 
1990s when gene intervention technology became readily 
available. Since the zebrafish in vivo assay system can have 
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a high throughput, its use in recent years has been expanded 
to drug discovery research, especially in the toxicology re-
search areas, such as those described later on. Indeed, the 
number of research articles that can be searched with “ze-
brafish” and “toxicity or toxicology” in Pubmed has been 
growing steadily and has increased more than 5-fold over 
the past decade (Fig. 1).

The reasons why zebrafish is now drawing attention 
as an experimental species useful in toxicological research 
include:
1. It is a vertebrate whose major tissues and organs are com-
parable to those of humans2, 3.
2. It has more than 70% of genomic homology to humans, 
and about 84% of known human disease-causing genes4.
3. A comprehensive analysis of all transcripts has been com-
pleted and an Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) database has 
been developed5.
4. Genetic manipulation, such as genome editing, is easy to 
apply6.
5. Its lifetime is short, making it easy to create a disease 
model6.
6. The embryos and larvae are small enough to keep in 384-
well microplates (50 μL of water)6.
7. Breeding is easy and a large number of animals can be 
kept in a small space with low maintenance costs (which, 
for example, is one dollar per mouse and one cent per ze-
brafish)6.
8. It is highly fertile (about 200 eggs per spawn every week) 
and it is easy to prepare the required number of animals7.
9. Zebrafish can absorb test compounds through the mouth, 
gills, or skin, especially through the skin of larvae8. Thus, 
test article administration can be done just by adding the 
compound to breeding water.
10. Water insoluble compounds, macromolecular com-
pounds, or proteins can be also administered by direct in-
jection into the yolk sac, vein sinus, or circulating blood9. In 
addition, compounds can be administered to adult zebrafish 
via an oral or intraperitoneal route10, 11.
11. As it uses external fertilization, live embryos are easily 
accessible for manipulation.
12. Its development is extremely rapid, making it easy to 

conduct a developmental study in a short period (organogen-
esis is almost completed within 24 hours after fertilization, 
and hatching occurs within 3 to 4 days)2.
13. Embryos and larvae are transparent throughout the de-
velopment period and morphological monitoring can be 
done throughout all developmental stages without dissec-
tion9.

On the other hand, some limitations of the zebrafish as 
an experimental species have been pointed out:
1. Some tissues/organs of mammals are missing (lungs, 
prostate, mammary glands, among others)12.
2. Some tissues/organs of zebrafish are embryologically 
different from those of mammals (kidneys [single nephron 
{pronephron}in larvae, free of Henle loops]13, 14, heart [one 
atrium /ventricle]15, among others).
3. Some tissues/organs of zebrafish quickly regenerate, un-
like those of mammals (retinas, spinal cord, kidneys, heart, 
and liver, among others)16.
4. Adult fish are still too large for use in high throughput 
screening.
5. Because of the limited amount of material in its biological 
samples (blood, tissues, among others), multi-endpoint as-
says or pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) in a 
single animal are difficult to conduct/evaluate.
6. Because of its small size, technical skills are required for 
experimental operations (administration and blood/tissue 
sampling in adult zebrafish, among others).

Understanding before Application of Zebrafish 
to Toxicology Research

Developmental stages of zebrafish
Examples of zebrafish applications in toxicology re-

search have been reported, but the developmental stages 
used are different depending on the research purpose 
(Fig. 2). Zebrafish larvae up to 8 days of post fertilization 
(dpf) are suitable for high throughput screening because 
they can grow without nutrient supply. When larvae are over 
8 dpf, they need a nutrient supply from the external environ-
ment. At this stage, only animals with a sufficient ability 
to access food can survive. Since the transparency of indi-
viduals rapidly decreases as they transition from juveniles 
to adults, microscopic assessment requiring transparency, 
such as teratogenicity evaluation, become more difficult. On 
the other hand, tissues and organs develop greatly as a ju-
venile ages into an adult, making it easy to take out various 
tissues or organs and conduct histopathologic examinations. 
Thus, the adult stage can be used for evaluation of organ 
toxicity. Furthermore, because the brain also develops with 
age, some behavioral tasks that require higher brain func-
tions, such as memory and learning, can be evaluated in the 
adult stage. Thus, each developmental stage of zebrafish 
(embryo, larvae, adult) has advantages and disadvantages 
and a proper stage should be selected depending on the pur-
pose of the study.Fig. 1. Number of research articles found by searching “zebrafish” 

AND “toxicity” OR “toxicology” in Pubmed, over the past 
decade.
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Endpoints in zebrafish systems for toxicology re-
search

There are various endpoints that can be used for zebraf-
ish applications in toxicology research. Although embryon-
ic death is a simple endpoint to use for evaluating general 
toxicity, more complex endpoints, that take advantage of the 
zebrafish as a whole-body system, can be used. Endpoints 
of whole-body assay systems are largely divided into three 
categories: (1) morphological changes, (2) functional evalu-
ation, and (3) behavior.

Examples of Applications

Embryo and fetal developmental toxicity
Mammals, such as rats and rabbits, are commonly used 

to assess a drug’s embryo and fetal developmental toxicity 
(EFD). However, these EFD studies using mammals are not 
suitable for early-stage drug development screening because 
of limited throughput, high cost, and long duration. In addi-
tion, alternatives to animal testing have been actively sought 
from the viewpoint of the 3Rs principle for a more ethical 

use of animals in testing. To date, whole embryo culture 
(WEC)17 and embryonic stem cell test (EST)18 have been 
established as in vitro assay systems with modest through-
put. However, these assay systems are not commonly used 
in drug discovery, because the culture period (of up to 3 
days) prevents the use of WEC for evaluating the entire or-
ganogenesis process and EST has only been used to evaluate 
differentiation into cardiomyocytes. Thus, EFD assays us-
ing zebrafish have attracted attention as new alternative in 
vivo assays to overcome these problems, because they can 
cover the entire organogenesis process and can be used to 
evaluate not only mesodermal, but also ectodermal and en-
dodermal derived organs. In addition, regarding the selec-
tion of the animal species for EFD assay, the zebrafish has 
an advantage over mammals in its rapidity of organogenesis 
and ease of visceral observation due to the transparency of 
its embryo. Actually, many reports have shown that tera-
togenicity in mammals could be detected in zebrafish19, 20. 
Figure 3 shows typical morphological changes, suggesting 
that malformation occurs in zebrafish treated with retinoic 
acid. As such, pharmaceutical companies began using this 

Fig. 2. Developmental stages that are suitable for each research purpose. dpf: days post-fertilization.

Fig. 3. Typical morphological changes in zebrafish larvae treated with vehicle (A) or retinoic acid (B). Edema in face, heart, and abdomen (ar-
rowhead) was observed in the larvae (6 dpf) treated with retinoic acid (0.013 μM).
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assay for compound screening to find drug candidates or to 
evaluate the risk of drug candidates to humans as part of a 
safety study to support the regulatory applications.

The study concept is basically similar to that in EFD 
studies using mammals. Namely, the zebrafish is exposed 
to test compound during the organogenesis period, and af-
ter the exposure, morphology of the external surface, skel-
eton, and viscera of the body are examined. Generally, in 
assay systems using zebrafish, it is common to collect the 
fertilized eggs and to examine the morphology of the struc-
tures, such as the body shape, somites, notochord, tail, fins, 
heart, face, neural tube, pharyngeal arches, and jaw, after 
exposure to the compound during the organogenesis peri-
od (at least 5–72 h post fertilization [hpf])21. However, in 
the protocol, visual observations of morphology have to be 
manually conducted for each individual and their many and 
complicated endpoints (items). Consequently, some of the 
throughput of the assay is sacrificed. To address the prob-
lem, some researchers have proposed more simplified meth-
ods. Yamashita et al. reported a high-throughput and high-
sensitivity assay method22. To increase the throughput, they 
limited the examination to the heart, face, body shape, and 
blood circulation, and scored them individually according 
to the extent of the morphological abnormalities and func-
tional endpoints. Teratogenicity of each test compound was 
judged based on the respective score with a cut-off value set 
by analysis of the background data. Another way to increase 
the throughput of the assay is to automate morphological ob-
servation. Actually, some imaging technology (high-speed 
confocal imaging and laser manipulation for superficial and 
deep organ imaging) has been applied23. When this technol-
ogy becomes available, the throughput of the zebrafish EFD 
assay will be greatly improved.

On the other hand, discussions about the scope of 
the regulatory use of the assay are actively progressing in 
the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical 
Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use(ICH)
S5(R3) Expert Working Group24. At present, the guideline 
does not directly mention the use of zebrafish, but their use 
for EFD assays is permissible as “non-mammalian in vivo 
assays (alternative assays).” Although the alternative assay 
methods are not described in the guideline, data accuracy 
and credibility obtained from robust assays are especially 
required. For that, creating a standard protocol that harmo-
nizes those in Japan, U.S., and Europe is the most important 
issue to be addressed. Regarding the EFD assay protocol, 
the methodological concept is overall the same, but there 
are a lot of variations in details (zebrafish line, exposure 
period, observation endpoints, criteria of evaluation, sol-
vents, among others). There are concerns that such varia-
tions could lead to inter-laboratory differences and poor data 
reproducibility. Actually, as for differences in the zebrafish 
line, the EK line is known to be especially sensitive to etha-
nol, a typical teratogen, when compared with other lines25. 
As part of increasing the credibility of the zebrafish EFD 
assay system, large-scale verification has been conducted 
by a consortium that aimed to confirm inter-facility differ-

ences and harmonize methods. In the consortium by Ameri-
can and European pharmaceutical companies, an optimum 
assay protocol was achieved that had an 85% concordance 
with the data of mammalians26. Regarding the use of this ze-
brafish EFD assay for regulatory purposes in pharmaceuti-
cal companies, some problems remain unsolved, other than 
the above, such as: to evaluate the effect of metabolites, to 
confirm drug exposure levels, and to ensure the reliability 
of the data (GLP or not).

Central nervous system toxicity
There are various neurotoxicity evaluation systems that 

use zebrafish. Parng et al. reported that tissue damage of 
the central nervous system, including the optic nerve, mo-
tor nerve, dopaminergic neurons, and myelin sheath could 
be observed histopathologically in zebrafish27. In addition, 
neural cell apoptosis, proliferation, and oxidation can be 
monitored externally in zebrafish because of its transparen-
cy. Pathological changes in zebrafish treated with neurotox-
ic substances, such as ethanol, 6-OHDA, taxol, acrylamide, 
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzodioxin (TCDD), neomycin, and 
retinoic acid have been reported to be similar to those in 
mammals27. However, to date, neurotoxicity evaluation by 
morphologic endpoints is not common, and behavioral end-
points are mainly used in drug discovery research.

Hereafter in this article, the author focuses on the sei-
zure liability and abuse liability assays applications.

Seizure liability
Seizure is a critical toxicity in drug development, and 

some drugs have been withdrawn from the market due to 
their association with the risk of seizures28. As seizure in-
duction is often seen in non-clinical toxicity studies of drugs 
(especially the ones that act on the central nervous system 
[CNS]), it is important to screen out drugs associated with 
seizure risks as early as possible in the drug discovery pro-
cess.

The use of rodent models for evaluation of seizure risks 
is unsuitable for early stage drug screening. To improve the 
throughput ability, several in vitro assay systems, such as 
brain slice cultures29, primary culture of neurons30, and 
nematodes (C. elegans)31 have been proposed. However, the 
use of these assay systems is limited by inaccuracy due to 
pharmacokinetic differences caused by drug metabolism, 
penetration of the blood brain barrier (BBB), or lack of the 
anatomical structure of the CNS.

In the zebrafish brain, the existence of GABAergic neu-
rons32 and H1 receptor33, which play an important role in the 
occurrence of seizures, and BBB34, 35 has been confirmed. 
Regarding the BBB, although expression of tight junction 
proteins, such as ZO-1 and Claudin-5, has already been ob-
served at 3 dpf, the results of transcytosis experiments have 
shown that BBB functional maturity is reached at 5 dpf36. 
Thus, the zebrafish is thought to have the minimal functions 
required for occurrence of seizures, and is expected to be a 
new model for assessing drug-induced seizure risk.

For evaluation of the seizure-inducing potential using 
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zebrafish, electrophysiological field potential recordings 
electroencephalogram (EEG) and behavioral assays have 
been introduced. For recording the brain electrophysiologi-
cal field potential, a method involving the insertion of a sin-
gle glass electrode into the intracranial space or on the top 
of the cranium of an adult paralyzed fish was initially used37. 
Recently, a multi-electrode array method which can non-in-
vasively record electrical activity of the heads of intact lar-
vae using a MED64 system has been reported38. Actually, 
the use of zebrafish as a screening system for assessment of 
seizure risk is now already in practice, and several facilities 
have utilized these systems39.

A behavioral assay to assess seizure risk is focused on 
larval zebrafish locomotor activity using a video tracking 
system. In this assay, high speed movements were defined 
as seizure-like behavior and were quantified40, 41. This type 
of assay is more practical than brain electrophysiological 
field potential recording; however, its prediction ability for 
seizure in mammals has not been sufficient, because some 
typical seizure-inducing drugs (e.g. antibiotics, antihista-
mines, and antidepressants) are not detected. To improve 
the prediction ability of the previously reported method, the 
author focused on the rapid motion (locomotion and circling 
movement) of zebrafish after exposure to pentylenetetrazole 
(PTZ), and extended the exposure time and combined it 
with light stimulation (Fig. 4). As a result, the author suc-
ceeded in improving the sensitivity of the method42.

Abuse liability
Drug abuse has social, physical, and economic im-

pacts, and has been a worldwide issue for a long time. Thus, 
regulatory authorities, such as the FDA and EMA, require 
preclinical and clinical assessment of abuse potential of any 
compound with central nervous system activity. Drugs with 
abuse potential are subject to restrictions in manufacturing, 
distribution, use, and handling, from the regulatory authori-
ties at the time of approval or after the approval. Once such 

drugs are on the market, pharmaceutical companies must 
take responsibility for the various social problems associ-
ated with the drugs. Therefore, it is important to identify the 
drugs with abuse potential early in the process. However, 
currently available nonclinical methods are used to evalu-
ate abuse potential in either rodents or monkeys, and these 
methods are not practical to use at an early stage of drug dis-
covery due to their time- and cost-intensive nature. Under 
such circumstances, the zebrafish is now attracting attention 
as an animal model for detecting abuse potential in the drug 
discovery process.

Although the brain of the zebrafish is neuroanatomical-
ly simple when compared with that of mammals, the basic 
structure is similar, and it has a distinct forebrain, mesen-
cephalon, and hindbrain43. Though the zebrafish brain does 
not have a nerve projecting to the nucleus accumbens from 
the ventral tegmental cortex of the middle cerebrum, which 
is known as the reward system in mammals, the dopamine 
nerve projecting to the forebrain, which corresponds to the 
midbrain border of mammals, has been confirmed27, 44. 
Furthermore, information on neurotransmitters in zebraf-
ish has been accumulating; the presence of GABA, dopa-
mine, histamine, glutamate, norepinephrine, serotonin, 
acetylcholine, and glycine in the central nervous system 
is confirmed in zebrafish, as well as in mammals45. In ad-
dition to these neurotransmitters, the zebrafish brain also 
expresses opioid μ receptors that are deeply implicated in 
drug abuse in mammals, and the biological function of these 
neurotransmitters and receptors is thought to be the same as 
those of mammals46. In a microarray analysis of the brain of 
zebrafish treated with ethanol or nicotine, changes in gene 
pathways that are related to abuse liability in humans were 
confirmed 47.

As for learning and memory, the zebrafish does not 
have a hippocampus, which is thought to be important for 
spatial learning in mammals. Nonetheless, its learning be-
havior based on instincts, such as seeking food and avoiding 

Fig. 4. Track of movement of larval zebrafish treated with vehicle (A) or Pentylenetetrazole (B). The low, medium, and high speeds are indicated 
by the black lines (<5 mm/s), green lines (5–20 mm/s), and red lines (>20 mm/s), respectively. Lines in each figure are tracks of movement 
for one zebrafish at each speed.
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danger, is already observed in larvae. From this, it is as-
sumed that the zebrafish has memory and learning systems 
that are different from those of mammals, and it is believed 
that the cerebral cortex plays a role in memory and learn-
ing48. Actually, memory and learning have been actively 
studied in zebrafish. It has been reported that zebrafish can 
behave similarly to mammals in experimental tasks such as 
a T-maze49, radial maze task50, fear conditioning memory 
learning51, and alternating reaction learning52. Thus, the 
zebrafish can perform associative learning tasks that indi-
cate the presence of higher brain functions, even if its brain 
structure is quite simple. For this reason, the zebrafish is 
thought to be applicable to abuse liability assays.

As for the evaluation of drug abuse liability, conditioned 
place preference (CPP) tests in rodents are generally used as 
a simple method. To date, some rodent CPP-based methods 
using zebrafish to assess the abuse potential of drugs have 
been reported (Fig. 5). In principle, animals memorize the 
drug intake sensation in association with some spatial cues 
in the experimental device (box), and consciously move to 
the preferable space. The reward effect is evaluated quanti-
tatively by calculating the difference between the lengths of 
time animals spend in the drug box and in the non-drug box. 
It has been reported that the reward effects of major drugs 
with abuse potential, such as amphetamine53, morphine54, 
cocaine55, nicotine50, and ethanol56, can be detected success-
fully in zebrafish using the CPP method.

The above evaluations were conducted using adult ze-
brafish, and there has been no report of abuse liability stud-
ies using larvae. From the viewpoint of cost, the amount of 
test substance and ease of penetration into the brain, larvae 
are preferable to adults for drug screening in CNS evalua-
tion during the early stages of drug development. Consider-

ing that some reports of memory and learning tests use lar-
vae of 6 to 8 dpf, it can be assumed that larvae at this stage 
are already equipped with the basic functions of memory 
and learning. However, to detect the reward effect using the 
CPP method, considerably higher brain functions are neces-
sary. To be used in the CPP method, the brain has to do a 
series of work including: (1) perception and recognition of 
sensory stimulations by drugs, (2) processing of the sensa-
tion information with spatial information in the brain, (3) 
fixing them as memory, (4) recalling the memory based on 
spatial information, (5) invoking action based on the mem-
ory. Though it is unknown so far whether larvae have such 
sophisticated brain functions, in the author’s experience, it 
seems difficult to detect the reward effect of drugs in larvae 
using this CPP method. However, since the sensitivity could 
be increased by another approach, such as genetic manipu-
lation, future progress can be expected.

Hepatotoxicity
Drug-induced liver injury (DILI) is one of the most 

common causes of developmental termination or with-
drawal from the market57. As in vivo evaluation using mam-
mals is time consuming and labor intensive, various in vi-
tro assay systems have been reported, and cryopreserved 
human hepatocytes have been used as a gold standard for 
DILI screening so far. Monolayer culture systems, howev-
er, do not have sufficient potential for DILI evaluation, and 
many novel methods, e.g., co-culture with non-parenchymal 
cells58, 3D spheroids59, organ-on-a-chip models60, and liver 
slice models61, have been proposed. Although these methods 
are useful for accurate in vitro evaluation, their assay sys-
tems are complicated and hard to use in early-stage screen-
ing. Therefore, simple, miniaturized, high-throughput in 

Fig. 5. Paradigm of the Conditioned Place Preference (CPP) method using zebrafish.
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vivo evaluation systems are required for drug screening, and 
zebrafish are at the forefront of candidate systems. Some re-
ports suggest that the zebrafish can be a versatile preclinical 
model for DILI screening62. In addition, the combined use 
of zebrafish and an in vitro whole cell imaging assay en-
hances the detection of DILI63.

The livers of zebrafish have bile ducts, portal veins, 
and hepatic arteries that are randomly placed in the hepatic 
parenchyma64. Despite the anatomical differences between 
the species, cells constituting the liver are the same as in 
mammals. Pathological changes, such as cholestasis65, ste-
atosis66, necrosis67, and hepatic tumors68 have also been re-
ported in zebrafish.

The hepatic tissue of zebrafish is also known to per-
form fundamental functions such as lipid metabolism, vi-
tamin metabolism, protein synthesis, or growth factor syn-
thesis. In addition, 94 isoforms of cytochrome P450 (CYPs) 
have been identified69, and 18 CYP gene families of zebraf-
ish are homologues to those of humans or other mammals. 
However, whether expression of these CYPs is accompanied 
by sufficient activity remains controversial70, and it is also 
pointed out that the CYP2 family has low homology with 
the mammalian CYP2 family69. Therefore, it may be neces-
sary to transfer a CYP gene into zebrafish to detect DILI via 
metabolic activation.

As for the defense mechanism against xenobiotic-in-
duced injury, it has been reported that mechanisms against 
oxidative stress, such as the Keap1-Nrf2 system, exist in ze-
brafish as well as in mammals71. The author has reported the 
usefulness of Nrf2a-deficient zebrafish, created using the 
CRISPR-Cas9 technique, for evaluating oxidative stress-
related liver toxicity in drug discovery research72. Although 
such genome editing technique can improve the detection 
power and simplify the phenotypic assay visually73, it re-
quires some skills and time.

On the other hand, representative hepatotoxic drugs in 
mammals were reported to induce hepatotoxicity in wild-

type larvae without genome editing74. With regards to the 
experimental design, usually 3–5 dpf larvae are treated with 
drugs for 48–72 h. The endpoints used include: histopathol-
ogy (degeneration, necrosis, vacuolation, among others), liv-
er size or yolk retention measured using live images, classi-
cal liver enzymes (aspartate transaminase [AST] or alanine 
aminotransferase [ALT]), and novel biomarkers in the liver, 
which will be described later. Among these, liver size reduc-
tion results from liver inflammation, degeneration or necro-
sis, and yolk absorption can be delayed if liver functions are 
impaired. Thus, it is suggested that liver size and yolk sac 
size in larvae are both good markers of hepatotoxicity from 
a quantitative point of view74.

An example of morphological changes induced by ac-
etaminophen in 3 dpf zebrafish is shown in Figure 6. In-
creased vacuolation of hepatocytes can be seen, which is 
thought to be a degenerative change. In the author’s expe-
rience, vacuolization is often histopathologically observed 
when juvenile zebrafish are briefly exposed to a hepatotoxic 
substance, and there are many similar reports of morpho-
logic effects by hepatotoxic substances (tamoxifen, among 
others).

As a potential biomarker of hepatotoxicity, gene expres-
sion in the liver was investigated using in situ hybridization 
(ISH) or reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction 
(RT-PCR). Verstraelen et al. detected already known candi-
date genes and estimated the predictability of hepatotoxicity 
of tested drugs in mammals. As a result, they concluded that 
in adult zebrafish, the same hepatotoxicant specifically al-
ters the expression of genes encoding albumin-like protein, 
ceruloplasmin, liver fatty acid binding protein (L-Fabp10a), 
and transferrin, all of them regarded as biomarkers of hepa-
totoxicity75. In addition, liver expression of miR-122, a liver-
specific toxicity biomarker in mammals, was also reported 
to be a possible biomarker of hepatotoxicity in zebrafish76.

Fig. 6. Histological images of the liver of zebrafish larvae (4 dpf) treated with vehicle (A) or 8 mM acetaminophen for 24 h (B) (hematoxylin and 
eosin [H&E] stain). Vacuolation of hepatocytes can be seen in the acetaminophen-treated fish. Scale bar = 40 μm. Inset shows the higher 
magnification of vacuolated hepatocytes (arrowhead). L: liver, I: intestine.
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Nephrotoxicity
Kidney is an anatomically complex organ that has mul-

tiple physiological roles, and in addition to the liver, it is 
one of the most common toxicity targets. Thus, methods 
to evaluate nephrotoxicity are very important; however, 
there are no available in vitro screening methods that have 
a good correlation with nephrotoxicity in mammals. As for 
cell culture systems, 2D monolayer culture has been used at 
the drug discovery stage because of its simplicity and low 
cost. However, problems exist, such as the fact that epithe-
lial cells in monolayer culture are not well differentiated, 
and that there is a lack of three dimensional interactions 
of renal tubules and blood vessels, as well as other tissues 
and cells that play diverse roles, such as metabolic waste 
excretion, balancing acid-base levels, maintenance of fluid 
homeostasis, and hormone secretion. Thus, the applicability 
of in vitro assay systems to test nephrotoxicity are limited 
since a single type of cell cannot perform all the functions 
of the kidney. In recent years, many researchers have tried 
to create “kidney-like tissue” structures in vitro and use 
them for toxicology77–79. Although these stem cell-derived 
organoid tissues might have the potential to mimic in vivo 
toxicological phenotypes, these systems have been associ-
ated with several drawbacks linked to a lack of robustness 
of differentiation from stem cells, difficulty determining the 
quantitative endpoints for toxicity, and a lack of sufficient 
throughput ability. The zebrafish is now expected to serve 
as a new model system that can overcome the limitations of 
in vitro nephrotoxicity assay systems.

In mammals, three progressively complex kidney 
structures develop during embryogenesis (the pronephros, 
mesonephros, and metanephros). On the other hand, only 
the pronephric and mesonephric kidneys develop in zebraf-
ish80. Regarding larvae, the functional pronephros contains 
only two segmented nephrons, which fuse with a glomerulus 
located on the ventral side of the dorsal aorta, and contain 
two proximal and two distal tubule segments81. On the other 
hand, in adult zebrafish, the mesonephros begins to form be-
tween about 12 and 14 dpf, with the progressive addition of 
nephrons to the existing pronephric pair attached to the dor-
sal body wall and maturation into a functional “permanent” 
kidney82. This mesonephros has segments similar to those 
found in the pronephros, but they are more numerous (ap-
proximately 450 nephrons at 6 months of age) and grouped 
in branched arrangements81. Despite the phylogenetic differ-
ences between zebrafish and mammals, the composition of 
the nephron in zebrafish is similar to that in humans at the 
cellular and molecular levels83.

In toxicity studies using zebrafish, renal injury can be 
evaluated by examining both the morphology and function, 
similar to general toxicity studies using mammals. Consid-
ering the use of larvae in the assessment of nephrotoxicity, 
its biggest advantage is simplicity. The most notable indi-
cator of nephrotoxicity is “edema,” which can be grossly 
evaluated84. While the gills in larvae, which are known to be 
dominant sites of ammonia excretion and osmoregulation, 
remain immature up to one week after fertilization, glomer-

ular filtration of the kidney is complete by 48 hours after fer-
tilization. As the kidney is responsible for waste discharge 
from the body at the early developmental stage, edema often 
results from a collapse in body fluid homeostasis when the 
larvae are exposed to nephrotoxic substances. Gorgulho re-
ported the usefulness of larvae for the evaluation of neph-
rotoxicity, focusing on the morphological and functional 
changes, and showed that all three different nephrotoxicants 
commonly induced mitochondrial abnormalities, including 
dysmorphic shapes, mitochondrial swelling, cristae disrup-
tion, and/or loss of matrix granules, which suggested that 
these mitochondrial alterations may be a good indicator of 
nephrotoxicity85.

As for renal functions in zebrafish, the glomerular fil-
tration rate can be determined from the clearance of high 
molecular weight fluorescein isothiocyanate or dextran 
from the circulating blood86. These substances, however, 
have to be manually injected into the larval venous sinus 
of the heart. Considering the technical difficulties of car-
rier injection into the larval venous sinus, these methods of 
functional analysis might not be applicable for routine as-
says. Alternatively, abdominal injection can be easily done 
in adult fish87.

Other than the above, in contrast to mammals, zebraf-
ish can generate new nephrons throughout their life span, 
and neo-nephrogenesis is reported to be increased after re-
nal injury88. Thus, generation of new nephrons (nephrogen-
esis) is a possible indicator of renal damage in both larvae 
and adult fish.

So far, specific biomarkers of renal function, equivalent 
to blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and creatinine in mammals, 
have not been identified in zebrafish. However, proteinuria 
in incubation medium has recently been introduced as an in-
dicator of a glomerular filtration barrier function in larvae89. 
To conduct a biochemical examination in larvae, the biggest 
problem is collecting a sufficient volume of sample (blood, 
urine, among others) due to the small size of the animal. 
Thus, homogenates of whole body are often used instead 
of body fluids. Some researchers have tried to measure the 
creatinine content in the whole body to evaluate renal toxic-
ity90. Also, whole-body transcriptional changes in certain 
genes, such as the Nephrin gene, have been reported as bio-
markers of renal toxicity in larvae89.

As examples of drug-induced kidney injury (DIKI) in 
zebrafish, the effects of gentamicin and cisplatin on the kid-
ney have been well investigated84. Nephrotoxicity induced 
by gentamicin in larvae is histopathologically characterized 
by lysosomal phospholipidosis, flattening of brush borders, 
accumulation of debris within the tubular lumen, and tubu-
lar and glomerular dilatation, which is similar to the mani-
festations of aminoglycoside-induced nephrotoxicity seen 
in mammals. In addition, intraperitoneal accumulation of 
leucocytes with occasional infiltration into the glomeruli, a 
typical feature of DIKI in humans in aminoglycoside treat-
ment, was also reported84. Regarding the cisplatin-induced 
nephrotoxicity in larvae, cellular vacuolation, flattening and 
loss of brush borders, tubular dilatation, and a marked de-
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crease in cell height in the proximal pronephric tubules were 
noted84, very similar to findings in mammals.

On the other hand, the use of adult zebrafish for the 
evaluation of nephrotoxicity has also attracted attention. As 
described above, unlike larvae, adult zebrafish have kidneys 
with numerous nephrons, a higher degree of structural com-
plexity, and functional maturity91–93. Therefore, the response 
of adult zebrafish to nephrotoxic agents can be expected to 
be more similar to that of mammals. A large-scale study on 
the reactivity of adult zebrafish to existing nephrotoxicants, 
with a focus on histopathological examination, reported94 
that adult zebrafish not only exhibit pathological changes 
similar to those of mammals, but are also very sensitive to 
drugs that cause proximal tubular injury, such as cisplatin, 
gentamicin, among others. Even in the author’s experience, 
tubular necrosis, which is unlikely to occur in larvae, was 
histopathologically noted in adults treated with cisplatin 
(Fig. 7). Further, adults are technically easier to handle on 
an individual basis than larvae, and the functional evalu-
ation of the kidney can be incorporated routinely into the 
toxicity evaluation, as described above. Additionally, it may 
also be possible to detect kidney-specific biomarkers by col-
lecting the kidney itself from adult zebrafish. Although fur-
ther detailed studies are needed in the future, several neph-
rotoxic gene marker candidates have been proposed in the 
adult zebrafish. While the sensitivity to toxic substances is 
often higher in embryos and larvae than in adults, it seems 
that embryos and larvae have an immature mechanism of 
defense against toxic substances. In addition, the adult ze-
brafish kidney has a high regenerative capacity, including 
nephron epithelial regeneration and neonephrogenesis87, 
which may be one of the causes.

The evaluation using larvae or adult fish each has its 
pros and cons. Therefore, when assessing nephrotoxicity in 
zebrafish, it is desirable to select a test system according 
to the purpose and then to give due consideration to their 
specific features.

Cardiotoxicity
Cardiotoxicity, such as proarrhythmia or cardiac con-

traction abnormality, among others, is a major cause of ter-
mination of drug development in the early and late stages. 
Thus, the appropriate evaluation of the cardiotoxicity in the 
early stage is very important for drug development.

Cardiac function can be affected, even if not directly, 
by effects on the central nervous system, the autonomic ner-
vous system, and the endocrine system. Some cell-based as-
says, such as the human ether-à-go-go-related gene (hERG) 
and Cav/Nav assays used for proarrhythmia evaluation and 
an ex-vivo assay, such as the Langendorff assay used for car-
diac contraction abnormality, are both general tools in the 
early stage of drug development.

On the other hand, whole body cardiac function assays 
(proarrhythmia and cardiac contraction abnormality) using 
animals (e.g., non-rodent telemetry) are considered to be 
more important for decision making in drug development. 
However, conducting in vivo studies in mammals at the dis-
covery stage of drug development is unrealistic because of 
the throughput issue. Therefore, expectations are high for 
the success of more concise cardiotoxicity evaluation sys-
tems, like the zebrafish model, which is one of the smallest 
experimental vertebrate animals.

As for zebrafish embryology, the heart of the zebraf-
ish is derived from the mesoderm during the developmental 
period, with cardiac tubes being formed by 26 hpf and the 
cardiac loop being formed during symmetrical extension. 
Blood flow begins at 24 hpf, and then angiogenic vessels that 
perfuse the trunk of embryo (intersegmental vessels) sprout 
from the vasculogenic vessels. At 48 hpf, the basic structure 
of the heart is complete after formation of the valves and 
endocardial endothelial cells of the AV junction (atrioven-
tricular node). In this process, initiation of blood flow plays 
an important role in advancing heart development. The 
process of heart development is thought to be generally the 
same in zebrafish and in mammals95. Also, major molecular 
pathways regulating angiogenesis have been reported to be 
conserved between zebrafish and mammals.

The heart anatomically consists of one atrial chamber 

Fig. 7. Histological images of the kidney of adult zebrafish (3 months of age) treated with vehicle (A) or 100 μM cisplatin for 72 h (B) (hema-
toxylin and eosin [H&E] stain). Normal glomerulus (G) and tubules (T) can be seen in the vehicle-treated fish. Necrosis of tubules (ar-
rowheads) can be seen in the cisplatin-treated fish.
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and one ventricle in zebrafish and two atrial chambers and 
two ventricles in mammals. The hearts of zebrafish have 
an advantage over the hearts of mammals in they can be 
observed using live imaging techniques, making it sim-
pler and easier to capture a dynamic change of contrac-
tion. On the other hand, the zebrafish has no circulatory 
route equivalent to pulmonary circulation, and the effect of 
this on the evaluation of the cardiac function is unknown. 
As examples of drug-induced cardiotoxicity, Milan et al. 
reported that electrocardiographic monitoring in zebrafish 
could detect QT prolongation induced by drugs known to 
cause QT prolongation in humans (astemizole, haloperidol, 
pimozide, and terfenadine)96. They also demonstrated that it 
was possible to measure the heart rate in larvae by observ-
ing the movement of the heart with a CCD camera under a 
microscope, and assessed the validity of using the heart rate 
as an indicator of cardiotoxicity (arrhythmia) using about 
100 compounds that are known to cause QT prolongation in 
humans. As a result, a good correlation was shown between 
bradycardia (heart rate reduction) in zebrafish and QT pro-
longation in humans97, 98. On the other hand, Umemoto et al. 
adapted the method of fluorescent cardiac imaging method 
to zebrafish99. Applying the fluorescent cardiac imaging 
method, Honda et al. were able to evaluate heart contraction 
in zebrafish first by measuring the end diastolic diameter 
(VDd) and the end systolic diameter (VDs), and then by se-
rially analyzing the change in the lumen size of the ventricle 
(Fig. 8)100. They also demonstrated a good concordance be-
tween contractility in zebrafish and contractility in mam-
mals using various known cardiotoxic compounds, such as 
myocardial ion channel inhibitors, β agonists, and so on. 
Interestingly, by monitoring the movement of the heart si-
multaneously with the above contractility evaluation, atrio-
ventricular block, characterized by unsynchronized beating 
between the atria and ventricles, was detected in the pres-
ence of compounds that are known to cause TdP/QT prolon-
gation in mammals.

The transgenic (Tg) zebrafish is useful when evaluating 
functional changes of the heart. Most strains of genetically 
modified zebrafish were originally created to examine the 
effects of substances on cardiogenesis, but they can also be 
used for cardiotoxicity assessment, depending on the pur-
pose.

Wen et al. evaluated the heart rate by using Tg zebraf-
ish, which expresses green fluorescent protein (GFP) in the 
heart, and by capturing the movement of the atrium and 
ventricle using fluorescence imaging101. They concluded 
that the change of heart morphology in the Tg zebrafish can 
be observed more easily, making the evaluation of cardiac 
function more accurate than that in wildtype zebrafish.

Yozzo KL established a high throughput cardiotoxicity 
assay system using transgenic zebrafish (fli1:egfp) that stably 
express eGFP102. The system was a high-content screening 
system with morphological endpoints (body length, peri-
cardial area, and intersegmental vessel area) and functional 
endpoints (heart rate and circulation). In addition to the 
above functional changes, it was suggested that structural 
changes could be detected by examining the progression of 
heart failure morphologically (damage, cardiac arrest) and 
changes in specific molecular markers of cardiac defects, 
such as cardiac troponin T and atrial natriuretic peptide103.

On the other hand, zebrafish use in cardiovascular re-
search has some limitations:
1. Usual study designs including zebrafish embryos are un-
suitable for studying many of the chronic cardiovascular 
disease processes, such as chronic heart failure, atheroscle-
rosis, and aortic aneurysm seen in mammals because of the 
short treatment period104.
2. Cardiac muscles can regenerate in zebrafish, unlike in 
mammals105.

Fig. 8. Typical cardiac imaging using fluorescence probes in a control zebrafish larvae (A) and zebrafish larvae with drug-induced arrhythmia (B).
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Conclusion

Zebrafish have only been used recently for safety test-
ing in drug discovery. However, the use of zebrafish is rap-
idly spreading due to their convenience and applicability. To 
date, few toxicities can be practically assessed using zebraf-
ish. However, the number of evaluable target organs or tox-
icities is expected to increase in the future. Especially, this 
miniaturized in vivo assay system has the power to identify 
toxicities that simplified cell-based assay systems cannot 
detect. For toxicity that cannot be detected in wildtype ze-
brafish, the use of genetically modified or mutant zebrafish 
can be implemented and will be put to practical use by phar-
maceutical companies in the future.

It is also desirable to establish a method that can obtain 
essential data, such as general toxicity, from one animal. 
Although it is necessary to quantify the effects of exposure, 
technical problems remain, such as insufficient ADME data 
in zebrafish, small blood sample size, measurement of drug 
concentrations in small samples, among others.

Although the analysis of the whole zebrafish genome 
has been completed, there is still missing information and 
background data, such as differences between species. Prob-
lems to be solved in the future include building up of funda-
mental knowledge about the zebrafish’s behavioral charac-
teristics, anatomy, or physiological aspects, and improving 
breeding, quality maintenance methods, handling/experi-
mental techniques, and so on. To solve these problems for 
practical application, collaboration between industry and 
academia is desired.
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